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For tax authorities, the work of Tax Payment Evaluation(TPE) as an effective 
means of supervision and control of how much taxpayers carry out their tax liabilities, 
is significant to tax administation, especially Tax Source Management, and to 
improving the relationship between both sides. For several years, people from 
National and Local Tax Bureaus of provincial level have actively boosted TPE as one 
of their job priorities. They have achieved remarkable effect in pratice. However, TPE 
still remains in the experimental stage. There is much yet to be discussed and 
improved, especially among some aspects, such as the determination of TPE Index 
System and the establishment of Industry Evaluation Model, there are relatively 
bigger problems pressing for solutions.  
The key to start the work of TPE effectively and achieve the anticipatory goal is 
to establish a scientifical and rational Index System of TPE. A perfect System has 
various kinds of indexes including that of the comprehensive, the various types of tax 
and the different industries. The setting of all indexes should meet the requirements of 
the analysis on all types of enterprise and tax.  More over, we need to pay attention 
to the complete application of the connected indexes.  
It’s a systematical process for the establishment of TPE Model. We get the index 
system and referential data and work out the precaution figure according to the 
quantitative analysis on the enterprises of all scales in a specific industry. Hence we 
establish the TPE Model of the whole industry. The industry evaluation fully 
represents its operation characteristics and reveals the common problems in the 
industrial taxation administration. It helps us find out the weakness of taxation 
administration so as to stop up industrial tax loopholes and create the fair tax 
enviroment. Therefore, we say that industry evaluation is the core of TPE.  
On this thesis I mainly investigate the establishment of TPE Index System and 
Industry Evaluation Model. And with the study of it’s pratical application, I hope to 
improve the quality and efficiency of TPE. 
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公正的税收环境。                  
2005 年 3 月国家税务总局颁布了《纳税评估管理办法（试行）》，对纳税评估
工作作了框架性的规范。各省市国税局、地税局也相应制定了纳税评评估办法，
并纷纷设立纳税评估部门。几年来，纳税评估发挥了较大的作用，2006 年-2008
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